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INTRODUCTION 

Preterm babies are susceptible to serious illness or death 

in the neonatal period. Without appropriate treatment, 

among those who survive are at higher risk of lifelong 

disability and poor quality of life. Complications of 

prematurity are single largest cause of death among 

neonates and the second leading cause of deaths among 

children under the age of 5 years. To further reduce child 

mortality global efforts demand immediate action to 

address preterm birth. Infant death and morbidity 

following preterm birth can be reduced via interventions 

provided to the mother before or during pregnancy and to 

the preterm infant post birth. Interventions are directed 

towards all women for primary prevention and towards 

reduction of the risk of preterm birth or used to minimize 

the risk in pregnant women with known risk factors. 

Neonates born before 37 completed weeks of pregnancy 

are called premature infants. The birth of premature 

infants is associated with several problems, such as 

frequent hospital admissions, infections, apnea and 

others.1 Despite the comprehensive efforts to prevent 

premature delivery and birth of premature infants, the 
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birth rates of such infants are high due to some medical 

problems, social status and infertility treatment.2,3 

Kangaroo mother care (KMC) was first started in 

Colombia in 1978.4 It is a comprehensive intervention 

given for all newborns especially for premature and low 

birthweight (LBW) infants. Kangaroo mother care is the 

most feasible, readily available, and preferred 

intervention for decreasing neonatal morbidity and 

mortality in developed and developing countries, and 

suitable for use in all settings.5 The three major 

components of kangaroo mother care are:  1) Kangaroo 

position: Skin to skin contact. 2) Kangaroo feeding 

policy: Exclusive breast feeding. 3) Early discharge and 

follow-up. 

Every year, 20 million and more infants are born with 

birth weight less than 2.5 kg and over 96% of them are in 

developing countries. These low-birth-weight (LBW) 

infants are at increased risk of early growth retardation, 

developmental delay, infectious disease, and death during 

infancy and childhood.6 Conventional neonatal care of 

LBW infants needs both highly skilled personnel and 

permanent logistic support and is expensive. Evidence 

suggests that kangaroo mother care is effective and safe 

alternative to conventional neonatal care, especially in 

under-resourced settings and may reduce morbidity and 

mortality in low birth weight infants as well as increase 

breastfeeding. 

METHODS 

Present observational study conducted in the department 

of pediatrics, Gujarat Adani Institute of Medical 

Sciences, Bhuj, Kutch, Gujarat for the Duration of 1 year. 

Source of data are all live new born of gestational age of 

less than 37 weeks and birth weight below 2500 gm 

delivered at GAIMS, Bhuj. Age eligible for study was 

newborns up to 4th week of life.  

Inclusion criteria 

Infant weight at birth less than 2500 grams, neonatal birth 

age of 34-36 weeks of gestation, neonates stable enough 

to leave the incubator and be with the mother, and the 

newborn has not undergone surgery.  

Exclusion criteria 

Neonates too sick to participate in the study, neonates on 

mechanical ventilation, maternal illness or complications 

preventing her from caring her baby, decline parental 

consent before or during the study. The newborns who 

met the inclusion criteria were selected by convenience 

sampling to complete the sample size (120 neonates). 

Kangaroo mother care 

Other than routine care per hospital policy, infants 

receive skin-to-skin contact for a minimum 8-10 hours 

daily during hospital stay.   

Baby’s weight, length and head circumference was 

measured and recorded till 4th week life including follow 

up. 

Primary outcome measures 

Rate of infection (time frame 1-2 weeks (during hospital 

stay). Frequency of presume sepsis and need for 

antibiotics.  Length of stay (time frame 1-2 weeks).  Total 

days in hospital during recruitment period.  

Statistical analysis  

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 15. For all 

tests, confidence level and level of significance were set 

at 95% and 5% respectively. 

RESULTS 

In the study duration of KMC in terms of hours given by 

the mothers per day was 4 to 6 in 4.5%, 6 to 8 in 40.5%, 

8 to 10 in 43%, 8 to 12 in 10.5% and 10 to 12 in 1.5%. In 

the study out of 120 babies, 33.5% had infection and 

66.5% had no infection.  

An average length of hospital stay was 15.31±12.01 days 

among neonates in our study group. Among those with 

infection duration of stay was 21.03±15.627 days and 

among those without infection were 12.09±10.402 days. 

There was significant difference in length of hospital stay 

among those with infection and without infection (Table 

1). 

Table 1: Length of stay distribution and comparison 

with infection.  

Variable Infection  Mean±SD P value 

Length of 

Hospital stay 

Present 12.09±10.04 

0.05* Absent  21.03±15.62 

Total  15.31±12.01 

*Indicates statistically significant difference at p=0.05; 

p=0.001 HS: Highly significant 

Test of significance- student t test, SD: Standard deviation 

DISCUSSION 

Despite the existence of properly trained personnel and 

good quality equipment centralized in a few referral 

institutions, the sizably voluminous demand for tertiary 

care far exceeds capacity, leading to a suboptimal quality 

of care for many. The complete KMC, including early 

discharge, skin-to-skin contact, and good quality nutrition 

based primarily on breastfeeding, has the largest potential 

for benefit in this environment. 

Babies whose birth weight was less than 2500 grams who 

fulfilled our inclusion criteria and had stable 

cardiopulmonary status and mothers who were willing to 

participate in the study were taken into the study, 120 

infant mother dyads were studied physical and 
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physiological parameters namely vitals and weight gain, 

length and head circumference was recorded. 

KMC aids food absorption by increase in oxytocin 

release.7 The ultimate end point of metabolism is somatic 

growth, measured by weight gain. The data showed an 

increased rate or rapidity of weight gain for infants who 

received the intervention (KMC) than for the control 

groups who received the standard protocol neonatal care. 

A randomized trial study was conducted to determine the 

evidence to support the use of KMC in low birth weight 

infants. The result showed that KMC was associated with 

reduced risk of following conditions; nosocomial 

infection, severe illness, lower respiratory diseases, not 

exclusively breast feeding and maternal dissatisfaction. It 

concludes that cost of neonatal care were greater in the 

control than in the KMC group.8 

An important mainstay of kangaroo mother care is 

breastfeeding encouragement. Although evidence shows 

countless benefits of breastfeeding for preterm babies.9-13 

The Preterm infant breastfeeding duration- including 

breast milk feeding- has been found to be shorter than 

fullterm infants.14 In a randomized controlled study 

conducted in Sweden with 71 preterm babies weighing 

less than 1500 gm, Whitelaw et al found that babies 

submitted to KMC had a two times higher prevalence of 

breastfeeding than the control group at six weeks of life 

(55 versus 28%).15 Ramanathan et al in New Delhi, India 

found similar results in a study with 28 preterm babies, in 

which the frequency of breastfeeding at six weeks of life 

amounted to 85.7% for babies submitted to KMC versus 

42.8% for control individuals.16 

A study was conducted regarding the effectiveness of 

KMC in preventing neonatal death due to preterm birth 

complications. KMC includes thermal care via 

continuous skin-skin contact, establishing exclusive 

breast feeding and early response for illness. The study 

concludes that KMC reduces neonatal mortality effective 

in reducing severe mortality, particularly from infection.8 

Babies in the KMC group had significantly higher 

oxygen saturation as compared to the CMC group (94.51 

versus 92.652) and these findings are in accordance with 

Acolet et al, Bier et al, and Fohe et al.17-19 In this study 

35% had infection and 65% had no infection. Length of 

hospital stay was 15.31±12.01 days. Among those with 

infection duration of stay was 21.03±15.62 days and 

among those without infection were 12.09±10.04 days. 

There was significant difference in length of hospital stay 

among those with infection and without infection. 

CONCLUSION  

Kangaroo mother care improves physiological indices in 

normal levels, thus it might positively influence the 

premature infant’s physical health. The present study has 

important implications in the care of preterm and LBW 

infants in the developing countries, where expensive 

facilities for conventional care may not be available at all 

places. 
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